In this paper, a new approach is presented for solving the problem of spatial shift wrapping associated with Spatial Shift Estimation (SSE)-based Fringe Pattern Profilometry (FPP). The problem arises as the result of fringe reuse (that is, fringes periodic light intensity variance), and the spatial shift can only be identified without ambiguity with the range of a fringe width. It is demonstrated that the problem is similar to the phase unwrapping problem associated with the phase detection based FPP, and the proposed method is inspired by the existing ideas of using multiple images with different wavelengths proposed for phase unwrapping. The effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by experimental results on an object with complex surface shape.
Introduction:
Fringe Pattern Profilometry (FPP) based on Digital Fringe Projection (DFP) is a promising optical noncontact threedimension (3D) profile measurement technologies due to its accuracy and flexibility. Compared with the other methods, it has the advantages of simple system structure and high accuracy. Hence it provides a much more flexible and practical approach for 3D profile measurement. Figure 1 shows the structure of a DFP based FPP, consisting of a digital video projector, a camera and a reference plane. With the system, a frame of image with a particular fringe pattern is produced by the digital projector and projected onto the reference plane, and then onto the surface of the object when the reference plane is removed. The projected images from the reference plane and the object surface are captured by the CCD camera, with the later being a deformed version of the former by the variance of the height of the object surface. As the deformed fringe pattern carries the information of surface shape, 3D profile of the object can be retrieved from these two fringe patterns. Several FPP approaches have been developed during the past decades. The most widely used are these based on phase difference estimation (PDE). In these approaches, the projected fringe patterns are sinusoidal or periodic, and the deformed one reflected from the object surface is considered as the result of phase modulation of the original fringe pattern. The surface profile is obtained by detecting the phase maps of the two fringe patterns. A number of fringe pattern analysis methods have been developed, such as Fourier transform profilometry (FTP) [1] , phase shifting profilometry (PSP), phase measuring profilometry (PMP) [2, 3, 4] , modulation measurement profilometry (MMP) [5] , spatial phase detection (SPD) [6, 7] , phase lock loop (PLL) profilometry [8] , Moire technique (MT) [9] , laser triangulation measurement [10] , colour-coded fringe projection [11, 12] and other methods [13, 14] . Among existing approaches, FTP and PSP are most popular and widely used.
Although phase based approaches are popular, they suffers from a number of weaknesses. A major restriction is that fringe patterns must be either sinusoidal or ideal periodic. However such a requirement is hard to meet in practice due to some factors, such as the nonlinear distortion inherent to digital video projections. In order to solve the problem, a profilometry approach was proposed by Hu et al [15, 16, 17] , which, instead of detecting the differences between the phase maps, is based on the estimation of spatial shift for corresponding pixels on the two fringe patterns. The approach is referred to as spatial shift estimation (SSE) profilometry approach.
The spatial shift estimation approach is suitable for any fringe pattern. However, use of a periodic fringe patterns is still necessary in order to have enough measurement resolution. In the spatial shift estimation-based approaches, spatial shift between corresponding pixels on the two fringe patterns can only be detected without ambiguity within the range of [0, λ], where λ is the wavelength, or the spatial width of the individual fringe, i.e., number of pixels per fringe stripe. Obviously, shift unwrapping is also required in order to correctly restore the 3D shape of the object surface. However, spatial shift unwrapping for complex object using spatial shift estimation-based fringe pattern profilometry is still an outstanding issue, which motivated the work presented in this paper.
The spatial shift unwrapping problem is similar to the phase unwrapping problem in phase difference estimation based fringe pattern profilometry. Phase unwrapping problem arises because the phase difference can only be detected within the main value range of [-π, π], but the true phase difference can be arbitrary. In order to retrieve the actual surface shape of the object, phase unwrapping must be carried out to obtain the actual phase maps. To solve the unwrapping problem, Zhang, et al [18] introduced a multiple wavelength phase unwrapping algorithm. In his method, an image with a single fringe covering the whole measurement area is first projected, followed by a series of fringe images with a wavelength decreased by a factor from its previous wavelength. Since the first image only contains one fringe, the unwrapping step is not required. Then the phase of second image can be unwrapped by referring to the first image. After the phase of second image is obtained, it can be used to correct the third image.
Based on the method [18] , we introduce a multiple wavelength unwrapping algorithm for spatial shift estimation approach. In the proposed method, a series of fringe images are projected. Since the image with the longest wavelength covers the whole measurement area, no spatial shift unwrapping is required. Then the spatial shift of an image is unwrapped by referring to the unwrapped one with longer wavelengths. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we firstly give a brief introduction on the conventional phase difference estimation based fringe pattern profilometry and the spatial shift estimation based technique, including their principles, system structures and relevant algorithms. Then in Section 3 we indicate that the unwrapping problem also exists in spatial shift estimation approach, which is similar to the phase unwrapping problem in phase difference estimation based fringe pattern profilometry. The paper then gives a review of the multiple wavelength phase unwrapping algorithm introduced in [18] based on which we introduce a multiple wavelength unwrapping algorithm for spatial shift estimation approach. Finally in Section 4 experimental results are given to demonstrate the proposed method can be used to measure complex objects with significant step height or multiple separate objects using spatial shift estimation approach.
Principle of Fringe Pattern Profilometry

Principle of Triangulation
FPP is based on the triangulation principle described as follows. As the image produced by the projector has a fringe structure, without loss of generality we can assume that light intensity varies periodically alone x direction, while keeping constant along y direction, as shown in Figure 1 . We can use
to denote the variance of light intensity of the fringe pattern on the reference plane and object surface as well as the height distribution along x coordinate respectively. We also assume that the reference plane and the object surface have the same reflective characteristics.
Let us consider what happens when a beam of light is projected onto the point D on the object. When the object is removed, the same light beam (hence with the same intensity) should be projected onto point H on the reference surface, which is reflected back to the camera through point C. As the triangles
and CDH are similar, we have the following relationship:
denotes the distance between points C and the reference plane, given by:
The above relationship gives the foundation for FPP.
PDE based approaches for FPP
The PDE based FPP utilize fringe patterns that are periodic and can be expressed as [19, 20] :
and the deformed fringe pattern can also be expressed as: between C and D can be determined by the spatial distance CD , and hence we have [21, 22] :
is the phase shift of the fundamental component.
Substituting Equation (5) to Equation (2) we have:
As points D and H are arbitrary, the derivations should apply to all the points on the projected fringe pattern. Therefore we have:
Equation (7) shows that as long as the gives ) (x φ can be detected, we are able to calculate the height distribution ( ) h x of the object surface. This is the foundation of all PDE based approaches.
Spatial Shift Estimation based FPP
The PDE based FPP methods suffer from some limitations. In particular, the fringe pattern used to project is limited to be sinusoidal or purely periodic in order that the phase maps of ) (x s and ) (x d exist and can be detected. However, due to many undesired factors inherent to digital projection, such as geometrical distortion and nonlinear intensity distortion, purely sinusoidal fringe patterns are hard to produce. In order to solve these problems, Hu et al [15] introduced a method which is based on the spatial shift estimation (SSE) rather than PDE.
The SSE based approach is rather simple and straight forward. Let us consider CD , the distance between C and D again, which is obviously a function of the location of D (i.e. 
Equations (9) and (10) provide a straight forward way to obtain the 3D profile of the object surface. With ( ) d x and ( ) s x available, if we are able to obtain ( ) u x to meet Equation (10), we then can utilize Equation (9) to yield ( ) h x , the height distribution of the object surface along x. By repeating the procedure for all y we should be able to obtain the 3D profile of the object surface.
A number of approaches were proposed to retrieve the ( ) u x [15 16, 17] . Among these approaches, the one referred to as Inverse Function based Shift Estimation (IFSE) [16] is particularly interesting and briefed as follows. Wu et al [23] then improved this method by combining IFSE with Jia's Multiple-step triangular-pattern phase shifting algorithm [24] , which greatly improved the accuracy of measurement. The spatial shift based approach has a particular advantage. The projected fringe patterns are no longer required to be sinusoidal, which implies that even there are distortions with the fringe patterns, sufficient three-dimensional information on the object surface is contained in the variation between projected and deformed fringe patterns. Thus the profilometry can be archived.
The Unwrapping Problem
As we know, with most PDE based approaches, ( ) 
where ( ) m x are integers. This is called the wrapping problem, and the retrieving of ( ) m x is called phase unwrapping.
Spatial Shift Unwrapping in SSE based FPP:
The wrapping problem also exists in SSE approaches. From Equation (9) we have: In order to demonstrate the relationship, we utilize the example in Figure 2 . With ( ) h x shown in Figure 2 (a), we should have Figure 2 (b) . However, what we have is ( ) u x as shown by Figure 2 (c) . Use of ( ) u x in Equation (9) will result in significant error in ( ) h x , as shown by Figure 2 (d) . Therefore, we must work out a way to restore ( ) U x . The process is referred to as spatial shift unwrapping. 
Multi-wavelength Phase Unwrapping Algorithm:
To solve the phase unwrapping problem, Zhang et al [18] introduced a multiple wavelength phase unwrapping algorithm. In his method, a single fringe covers the whole measurement area is first projected. That is, suppose the measurement area has a resolution of W × H and the projected fringe images are vertical. The wavelength of first fringe 1 λ is W. Since there is only one fringe covered the whole measurement area, no phase unwrapping is necessary, hence
After the first fringe is projected, a series of fringe images with a wavelength decreased by a factor N from its previous wavelength is used. In Zhang's research, the wavelength 
Here the operator Integer[] is to obtain the closest integer value. The wrapped phase, 2 ( ) x φ , can be unwrapped pixel by pixel by referring to the retrieved
and
Since the unwrapped phase is obtained pixel by pixel without accessing its neighbourhood pixels in the same phase map, and the noise of the longer wavelength will not significantly affect that of the shorter ones. Therefore, this technique can measure surface profile with arbitrary step height, and the measurement noise is close to that using a single-wavelength phase-shifting technique with the shortest wavelength.
Multi-wavelength Spatial Shift Unwrapping Algorithm:
In order to work out how to unwrap the spatial shift, a simple spatial shift unwrapping method has been proposed in [25] , which unwraps the spatial shift using the neighbourhood pixels. However, this method has the limitation which cannot retrieve the correct shift distribution if the value difference of neighbourhood pixels is greater than λ/2. Hence it cannot solve the unwrapping problem for those complex objects which have arbitrary step height.
To address this problem, we introduce a multiple wavelength unwrapping algorithm for spatial shift estimation approach based on Zhang's method. In this algorithm, we still assume the measurement area has a resolution of W × H and the projected fringe images are vertical. Then the wavelength of the fringe which projected in first time is selected to be W, that is 1 W λ = . There is no need for spatial shift unwrapping since the single fringe stripe covers the whole measurement area. Hence we have 1
We then choose 2
From equation (12), it is easy to find the real shift function ( ) U x has no relationship with wavelength λ, that is,
Thus combining with Equation (13), we can have:
This means the wrapped spatial shift, 2 ( ) u x , can be unwrapped by referring to the longer wavelength shift 1 ( ) U x pixel by pixel: 
and ( ) ( ) ( )
From Equation (20), we can find that the unwrapped spatial shift map is retrieved by referring to the longer wavelength shift map. Compare to those algorithms which use the neighbourhood pixels to do the unwrapping, this method can measure the surface profile with arbitrary step height. Since the noise of longer wavelength will not significantly affect the noise of shorter one, the measurement noise is close to the noise of using the shortest wavelength. This algorithm also has the advantage that a random noise reduction filter can be used to smooth the retrieved shift maps for longer wavelength hence increasing the robustness of the calculation.
Experiments and Results
In order to test the performance of the performance of the approach proposed in Section III, experiments were carried out in our laboratory. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3 . The digital projector used is HITACHI CP-X260, and camera is Duncan Tech MS3100. The digital camera is placed on top of the projector with a distance of 350 mm. The distance between the camera lens and the reference plan is 1295 mm. The resolution of the CCD camera is 1392×1039 pixels, and the field of vision for CCD camera is 250mm×187mm. Hence, the equivalent spatial resolution is 0.1796 mm/pixel. The unwrapped ( ) u x is retrieved using Wu's method et al [23] . show the triangular fringe images of object with different wavelength. Figure 5 shows the reconstructed 3D surface shape of the object using the proposed unwrapping method. It can be seen from these figures, the mask is reconstructed successfully. The height information for those places with high step drop (mask edge, nose part) is retrieved correctly. Some details, such as mouth and eyes part, are also recovered. This result demonstrated that the proposed method can successfully measure those complex objects with arbitrary step height. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we studied the spatial shift wrapping problem associated with SSE-based FPP. The problem arises as the result of fringe reuse (that is, fringes periodic light intensity variance), and the spatial shift can only be identified without ambiguity with the range of a fringe width. We presented a technique to carry out spatial shift unwrapping to remedy the problem. In order to test the performance, we also carried out experiments on an object with a mask which has complex surface shape. The results have shown the effectiveness of the proposed unwrapping technique.
